CLEANING FOOD CONTACT SURFACES ON
FARMS
Choose cleaners that are appropriate for the types of soils and surfaces you have
on your farm; follow cleaning SOPs; and establish a regular cleaning schedule.
Cleaning is a critical but often overlooked step in the sanitation process. If a surface is not
cleaned first, it cannot be sanitized because soils and organic matter on the surface
prevent sanitizers from working. Not all cleaners are created equal, so be sure to choose
cleaners that are appropriate for the types of soils and surfaces you have on your farm. See
below for tips and considerations on effective cleaning.
The Produce Safety Rule requires that all food contact surfaces be "inspected, maintained,
and cleaned and, when necessary and appropriate, sanitized as frequently as reasonably
necessary to protect against contamination of covered produce" (§112.123(d)(1)).

Cleaning Considerations

Removing unwanted soil or debris from surfaces involves using a cleaning product and
water with no detectable generic E. coli in a 100 mL sample. There are several important
considerations to help ensure effective cleaning, including:

Soils

Soil Type: There are many types of soils,
including protein-, starch-, sugar-, and
fat-based soils. Choose cleaners that are
effective at removing the types of soils
you expect to see on your farm. For
instance, moderately alkaline cleaners
are good choices for removing sugar and
starch residues left from fruits and
vegetables.
Soil Condition: Regular cleaning and
sanitizing help prevent soil accumulation.
Soils that are old, baked, or dried on for
a long time will be harder to remove and
may require additional cleaning steps.
Biofilms: These microcolonies of bacteria
tightly attach to a surface, and prevent
effective sanitation by protecting
bacteria inside the film. Biofilms may
result from inadequate cleaning and
sanitizing, and their removal often
requires a combination of scrubbing,
cleaners, and sanitizers.

Surfaces
Surface Material: To prevent damage to
equipment, check with your chemical
supplier, equipment manufacturer,
and/or the product label to ensure
cleaners are compatible with your
surface material. For example, corrosive
products may damage some metal
surfaces.
Surface Condition: Damaged surfaces (e.g.
scratched, pitted, or corroded) are
difficult to clean and, therefore, may be
impossible to sanitize. Regularly maintain
all food contact surfaces so that they can
be effectively cleaned and sanitized.
Repair or replace surfaces whose
condition prevents effective sanitation.
Damaged surfaces like this
cracked plastic table can be
difficult or impossible to
clean.
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Types of Cleaners

Cleaners are designed to remove specific types of soils, and each has advantages and
disadvantages. Make sure to choose cleaners that are safe to use on your equipment and
surfaces and that are effective against the types of soils you see on your farm, such as
starch- or sugar-based soils from produce.

Adapted from: Penn State, Department of Food Science, "Types of Cleaners."

Be sure to follow cleaning product label instructions for important details that
affect cleaner efficacy, such as mode of application and required contact times.

How do you know a surface is clean?
One way to test if a surface is clean and ready to be sanitized is to
use an ATP meter. These meters help rapidly assess the cleanliness
of a surface. After cleaning, swab the surface and insert the swab
into the meter to measure residual organic matter. Models of ATP
meters vary, so follow the guidelines and threshold values of your
meter to interpret results. Readings that are too high indicate that a
surface is not sufficiently clean. This means the surface should be recleaned before applying a sanitizer product, otherwise residual
organic matter can make the sanitizer ineffective.

The 4 Steps of Cleaning and Sanitizing
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1. Rinse or brush away obvious surface dirt or debris.
2. Follow manufacturer instructions to apply the appropriate cleaner and scrub the
surface.
Mechanical scrubbing is especially important to help remove biofilms and prevent
their formation.
3. Rinse thoroughly with clean water (no detectable generic E. coli in a 100mL sample),
making sure to rinse off all cleaner and soil residues.
Residual cleaners and soils can prevent sanitizers from working.
Inspect the cleaned surface and re-clean if needed.
4. Sanitize the surface.
Use sanitizers at the concentration indicated by the manufacturer for the surface you
are sanitizing and monitor concentration with each use.
Ensure surface was cleaned and rinsed before sanitizing.
Follow sanitizer label instructions for application method, contact time, and any
rinsing and/or drying requirements.
If your farm separates lots, document a clean break .

What is a clean break?
Establishing a clean break requires completing the cleaning and sanitizing process and
separates produce into 'lots.'
Should a food contamination event occur, clean breaks minimize your risk by reducing
the amount of product subject to recall or withdrawal from the market.
Sanitation clean breaks are necessary before and after the production of each lot.
To establish a clean break, documentation is essential. Record monitoring steps, who
completed tasks, and when, how, and what was cleaned and sanitized.

Cleaning Tools

When choosing the appropriate tools to clean food contact surfaces, consider how you will
clean and sanitize those tools. The Produce Safety Rule requires that tools must be "of
adequate design, construction, and workmanship to enable them to be adequately cleaned"
(§112.123(a)). Tools that are not clean may, in fact, contaminate the surface you are trying to
clean. Proper tool selection, as well as regular cleaning and maintenance, are critical steps
in the cleaning process. The scrub brushes shown below illustrate this point:
This scrub brush is harder to clean and sanitize because it
is made of porous wood, and can harbor contaminants in
the bristle attachment points.
This molded bristle brush is easier to clean and sanitize and
will not harbor contaminants in the bristle attachment
points.

What did we learn from our cleaning experiment?

Our produce safety team wanted to do a project to better understand challenges growers
face when cleaning. We found that there is surprising variation among cleaners.
What we did: We tested several types of cleaners on a variety of common farm
surfaces, such as plastic harvest crates. We used an ATP meter to assess cleanliness.
Differences among cleaners: Cleaners varied in parameters like preparation method,
contact time, and application method. Consider such factors when selecting cleaners
that fit well with the staffing and needs of your operation.
Key takeaways:
Know how to adequately clean each
surface on your farm:

Damaged surfaces are difficult to
clean:

Surfaces and soils respond differently to
cleaners. It is important to know that your
cleaner will be effective at removing the soils
you typically encounter on your farm, on the
surfaces you use. An ATP meter can help you
develop effective cleaning processes.

Surfaces that were scratched or
damaged were not always capable of
being effectively cleaned. It is important
to maintain surfaces and replace them
when they become damaged.
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